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Materials and Methods: An observational study, conducted in two private
rehabilitation hospitals located in Italy, was conducted to obtain real-world data
concerning the integrated rehabilitative pathway of 118 patients. Patients’ data were
analysed adopting three methodological approaches.
i)

Relationships between variables, looking for correlations among them.

ii) A hierarchical sequential linear regression model, to define the predictors of
the dependent variable.
iii) A Qualitative Comparative Analysis to complement previous statistical
approaches, with a comparative-configurational one.

Results: Results reported that older age (β=0.145, p=0.049), higher sportiness
level (β=0.169, p=0.022), as well as the length of the integrated rehabilitative pathway
(β=0.550, p-value=0.000) and the performance of threshold tests (β=0.389, p-value
=0.000) are antecedents of higher management costs (Adjusted R²=0.703 and
F=24.482). Summarizing QCA results, age, and the level of sportiness of patients, in
combination with the compliance, play an important role in the emergence of the
selected and analyzed management costs.
Conclusions: Findings could be useful for the optimization of integrated
rehabilitative pathway, thus becoming more efficient and effective, guaranteeing a
process personalization, consistent with efficiency-driven and cost-containment
strategies.

Introduction
In the healthcare setting, randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
usually represent the main approach to create new knowledge [1].
Nowadays the use of real-world data (RWD) is becoming more
and more relevant, even from a strategic point of view, to optimize

and determine the best patients’ pathway. Using RWD gives the
opportunity to generate new knowledge assets, mixing points of
view from different actors (i.e. hospitals or patients) together with
outcome and efficiency data, [2,3] thus supporting the delivery of
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healthcare services improvement and the outcomes’ optimization
[4]. In this growing scenario, where RWD assume more and more
importance all around the world, there is the opportunity to
gather different dimensions and information, to create larger and
integrated databases. Subsequently, they can be elaborated and
merged at different levels, and could become available for both
scholars, and policy makers research, thus achieving improvements
in the quality, safety, and value of healthcare services delivery.

RWD could thus represent a useful support tool to assess the
consequences of disease management interventions, to design an
integrated clinical pathway based on knowledge derived from real
world data and facts, implementing, and improving, the healthcare
services that are satisfactory, in terms of effectiveness and efficiency
[5]. The use of RWD could also provide a robust support for making
customized decisions, concerning the treatment of patients, and
for developing strategies for the delivery of care that respect the
principles of fairness and coverage, without overshadowing the
dimensions of quality and services efficiency/productivity. One
of the most important knowledge assets that should leverage
on RWD, are the costs related to specific rehabilitative programs
or integrated clinical and rehabilitation pathways, [6] that could
rely on real-life and specific country-oriented evidence, always
following international and national guidelines suggestions and
indications, and for which poor evidence is still available.
According to the above, integrated clinical and rehabilitative
pathway could be the perfect example to define the significance to
observe real-world healthcare data, beyond clinical trial evidence,
thus providing stakeholders with valuable information about the
safety and effectiveness of rehabilitative programs in a large and
heterogeneous populations. Rehabilitation is an essential part of
universal health coverage along with promotion of good health,
prevention of disease, treatment, and palliative care, thus being
defined as “disability in individuals with health conditions in
interaction with their environment” [7]. The above consideration is
strengthened because literature evidence focused their attention,
on the inpatient’s integrated clinical pathway, without considering
the outpatients’ activities and programs, after discharge. Moving on
from these premises, the present paper aims at investigating the
knowledge assets that might influence the creation and the design
of a proper patient integrated rehabilitative pathway, after the
Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) rupture, assuming the hospital’s
perspective. Coherently to the above, the study addressed the
following two research questions.
1.

Which are the main factors influencing the efficiency of
the integrated rehabilitative pathway, in terms of costs’
optimization?
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2.

What configurations of such factors are sufficient to generate
the emergence of a certain level of efficiency, in the absorption
of resources?

Theoretical Backgrounds

The deep investigation about the above research questions
requires the analysis of different independent variables, and their
relations with the optimization of the entire integrated clinical and
rehabilitative pathway. Based on an extensive literature review,
a set of original hypotheses was developed, to produce a specific
framework, declaring the main characteristics of a rehabilitative
pathway that affect the absorption of economic resources: patient’s
age, patient’s compliance, duration of the rehabilitation pathway,
level of sportiness, number of physiotherapy sessions performed,
number of muscle strength and threshold tests performed were the
factors investigated [8-12].

Age

De Valk stated that age is a key factor for the success of the
integrated rehabilitative pathway: younger patients are more
likely to achieve a better clinical outcome, with a positive impact
on satisfaction [8]. Since, in other contexts, younger patients are
usually associated with a lower absorption of economic resources,
[13] it is possible to assume that also in this case age could be a
factor able to reduce the overall costs of the clinical rehabilitation
pathway. Based on the above considerations, the following
hypothesis was displayed.
•

HP 1: Younger age has a positive impact on rehabilitative
pathway management costs.

Level of Sportiness

As reported in the study of De Valk et al., a high level of
sportiness enables a fast and successful integrated rehabilitative
pathway [8]. Patients who are used to practice sports at high levels
(e.g. professional athletes), are more likely to fully recover knee
functions, achieving levels of mobility and resistance to pre-injury
efforts The level of sportiness, therefore, has a strong impact on the
outcome of rehabilitation, and consequently also on the resources’
absorption as well as on the rehabilitation pathway efficiency.
•

The following hypothesis was formulated.

HP 2: High level of sportiness, positively impacts on
rehabilitative pathway management costs.

Compliance

Patient compliance is a fundamental component of rehabilitation
activity of which the main goal is improved recovery outcome.
Without compliance to the treatment regimen, the expected
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outcomes cannot be achieved. According to this consideration, one
of the most frequent obstacles to the healthcare professionals work,
is low level of compliance and adherence in all integrated clinical
pathways, but particularly in physical rehabilitation.

In fact, many patients do not follow the instructions of the
clinicians and physiotherapists, who plan the timing and exercises
of rehabilitation sessions, and often do not respect them or do
them partially. Literature estimated that sport injury rehabilitation
adherence rates could be as low as 40%. [14-16]. On the contrary,
being adherent to the integrated rehabilitative pathway plays a
key-role in the achievement of the expected results, with a positive
impact in the overall economic resources absorption [17].
Thus, the following hypothesis was proposed.

•
HP 3: Compliance has a positive impact on rehabilitative
pathway management costs.

Length of the Rehabilitative Clinical Pathway

The duration of the rehabilitative pathway presents a direct
impact on the overall clinical results, and it is closely related to
adherence [12]. In general terms, the presence of adequate clinical
pathway would enhance the overall patients’ journey optimization.
[18] Moving on from the above consideration, the more the patients
are satisfied and adhere to the proper appointments, fewer
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follow-up activities would be required, with a positive impact on
the possibility to free up economic resources [19]. The following
hypothesis was defined.
•

HP 4: The length of rehabilitation negatively impacts on
rehabilitative pathway management costs.

Number of Physiotherapy Sessions Performed and
Number of Muscle Strength Tests
Two other variables related to the overall duration of the
integrated rehabilitative pathway, impacting on the rehabilitation
management costs, are the number of sessions and the number of
muscle strength tests performed. Risberg and colleagues (2004)
revealed a correlation between prolonged rehabilitation and
improvement in patient’s physical conditions, leading to increased
costs to support intensive rehabilitation programs [20].
•
•

According to this, the following hypotheses were displayed.

HP 5: The number of physiotherapy sessions negatively impact
on rehabilitative pathway management costs.
HP 6: The number of muscle strength tests negatively impact
on rehabilitative pathway management costs.

A synthesis of the research frameworks developed, is proposed
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Conceptual framework for rehabilitative pathway costs.
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Methods

2.

An observational study, designed in accordance with the
STROBE guidelines, [21] was conducted in two private rehabilitation
hospitals in Italy, involving a total of 118 patients, to retrieve RWD,
in relation to the integrated rehabilitative pathway. The informed
consent forms were signed during the taken in charge of the
patients, and they were informed concerning the use of data with an
anonymous and aggregated methodological approach. In particular,
the study involved economic data referring to all the adult patients
(age ≥ 18 years old) requiring an integrated rehabilitative pathway
after ACL rupture, in the year 2018, after having signed the informed
consent form for dissemination activities.

Length of the Rehabilitation Clinical Pathway: This variable
indicates the duration of the pathway, expressed as number of days
occurred between the beginning and the end of the integrated
program.

Definitions of the Measures

As previously mentioned, the study was structured considering
just one dependent variable, the rehabilitative pathway costs, and
six independent variables, described below.
Dependent Variable

Costs: For the estimation of the integrated rehabilitative
pathway average costs, the following variables were considered: the
number of physiotherapy sessions and the number of procedures /
tests performed during the entire programme. Economic data were
evaluated, in accordance with outpatient visits and tests Regional
Reimbursement Tariffs, valid for the years 2021/2022.
Independent Variables

Age: The patient’s age when rehabilitation program begins.

Level of Sportiness: It is the declared level of sportiness when
the integrated rehabilitative pathway begins, defined by clinician
and physiotherapist taken in charge the patient, in terms of number
of training sessions performed within a week. In particular, the
level of sportiness was classified as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

None (no training sessions performed).

Practitioner (at least 1 or 2 training sessions a week).
Amateur (at least 3 or 4 training sessions a week).

Athlete (at least 4 or 5 training sessions a week, with
participation at sports competitions).

Compliance: The adherence/compliance to the integrated
rehabilitative pathway was esteemed by attendance and
participation in scheduled sessions. Patients were classified as
compliant patients and not-compliant patients, depending on these
two cases:
1.

Patients completed the pathway prescribed at the beginning,
even considering any modifications in the integrated
rehabilitative pathway, and

Patients abandoned the rehabilitative pathway earlier.

Number of Physiotherapy Sessions Performed and Number
of Muscle Strength: This variable indicates the number of tests and
sessions performed by each patient, during the whole rehabilitation
pathway.

Statistical Analyses

The above variables were first analysed considering descriptive
statistics, frequencies, and distributions. To ensure the relevance
of the assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity,
preliminary analyses were carried out. Three methodological
approaches were used to answer the research questions underlying
the study.

1.
An analysis was carried out on the relationships among
variables, verifying the existence of correlations among them. In
particular, the correlation coefficient “person-product-moment”
was evaluated, to verify the existence of small (from 0.10 to 0.29),
medium (from 0.3 to 0.49), or large (from 0.5 to 1) correlations
[22]. The exact value of -1 or +1 indicated a perfect correlation
among variables.

2.
In order to test the proposed hypotheses, a hierarchical
sequential linear regression model was implemented (with enter
methodology), that defines the predictors of the dependent variable
(level of economic resources’ absorption). This approach was used
to identify the impacts of the independent variables. One parameter
of attention was the Adjusted R2, useful to control the explanatory
power of each model. Thanks to this approach it is possible to
test the hypotheses, through incremental models, to establish the
specific impact of each input variable on the dependent variable.
The “exclude case pairwise” option has been implemented, as it
represents the preferred methodology to be applied for a small
sample size, avoiding data exclusion. All the statistical analyses,
referring to the coefficients test, and the development of the
hierarchical sequential linear regression model were performed
using the Statistical Package for Social Science (IBM SPSS Statistics
Viewer - Version 22).

3.
A qualitative-configurative analysis - QCA - was carried
out to integrate the statistical approaches previously described
[23,24]. The QCA is a comparative case-oriented methodology,
useful to find, through an in-depth comparison of real-world cases,
consistent configurations of causal conditions (the independent
variables in our study), sufficient to determine the emergence of
a specific outcome [25]. In the QCA, a symmetric relationship is
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disarticulated into two asymmetric analyses formalized by set
and sub-set relationships [21]: one, related to the necessity of the
conditions, with respect to the dependent variable, and the other
on the sufficiency. This approach allows researchers to deal with
the complexity of real phenomena. The QCA assumes the nonlinearity of phenomena under investigation and is based on the
principle of causal complexity. This means that, in most cases, it
does not make sense to isolate the effect (positive or negative), of
a single independent variable on the outcome, but configurations
of variables are identified, being related to the dependent variable.
Moreover, several different configurations can be recognized as
“causal recipes” of the same dependent variable [23].
In accordance with Vis, [26] which discussed the advantages
of using the QCA technique to complement regression analyses
for moderately large samples (between 50 and 100), the 118
empirical cases collected in this research were studied through the
QCA to better understand the relationships between combinations
of independent variables (the effects of complex interactions
between causal conditions) and dependent variables, i.e. the results
presented above. In QCA approach, the variables can be considered
crisp or fuzzy. The crisp set variant (csQCA) is the version in which
the variables of the study are dichotomous, and the empirical
analysed cases are classified as alternatively “fully in” or “fully
out” in the sets representing causal conditions and the outcomes.
The fuzzy-set variant (fsQCA) is characterized by the fact that the
empirical cases are classified in terms of membership degrees
in the fuzzy sets of causal conditions, and of the outcome. In this
analysis, we adopted the crisp set QCA.

Results

The Sample Under Assessment
The sample was composed of 118 patients, requiring a specific
integrated rehabilitative pathway after ACL rupture. It should
be noted here that all patients required an outpatient integrated

rehabilitative pathway, starting the activities program immediately
after surgery. The sample consisted mainly of males (66%) and is 34
years old on average. As far as the level of sportiness is concerned,
only 3% of the patients in the sample had previously practiced
sport at competitive level, while 64% of the patients belonged to
the “practitioner” category. In general, the average absorption
of economic resources associated with the rehabilitation of the
patients in the sample was equal to € 3,334.07 ± 269.28. Compliant
patients are associated with a higher absorption of financial
resources than non-compliant patients (€ 3,634.47 vs € 2,157.50
p-value=0.026).

Hypotheses Testing

Table 1 shows that age (p-value = 0.047), compliance (p-value
= 0.026), length of the rehabilitative pathway (p-value = 0.000) and
number of threshold tests (p-value = 0.000) significantly influenced
the integrated rehabilitative pathway costs. The great relationship
between total costs and the number of physiotherapy sessions (β =
0.995, p-value = 0.000) depicts that between the two variables there
is the collinearity phenomenon, thus being two aspects explaining
the same concept. This is the reason why the variable “number
of physiotherapy sessions” was not included in the regression
model. The independent variables (age, compliance, and the length
of the rehabilitative pathway) have a significant p-value < 0.05.
Moreover, the same relationships emerged among the length of the
integrated rehabilitative pathway, the number of threshold tests
and the number of physiotherapy sessions (p-value = 0.000). After
testing the correlation among all variables, a regression analysis
was conducted to test hypotheses (Table 2). Older age (β=0.145,
p=0.049), higher sportiness level (β=0.169, p=0.022), as well as the
length of the rehabilitative pathway (β=0.550, p-value=0.000), and
threshold tests (β=0.389, p-value =0.000) are antecedents of higher
rehabilitative pathway management costs (Adjusted R²=0.703 and
F=24.482).

Table 1: Relationships between variables.

1
Integrated rehabilitative pathway
management costs (1)

1

Age (2)

0.260*

Level of sportiness (4)

0.244

Compliance (3)

4

1

0.290*

0.565**

Length of the integrated rehabilitative
pathway (5)

0.735**

-0.265*

Number of physiotherapy sessions (7)

0.995**

0.477**

Number of threshold tests (6)

0.637**

5

1

-0.195

0.015

0.043

0.373**

6

1

0.252

0.082

0.270*

0.259*
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7

1

0.403**
0.738**

8

1

0.559**

9

1
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Table 2: Regression model for integrated rehabilitative pathway management costs.
Rehabilitative Pathway Management Cost
Age

Compliance

Mod 1

Mod 2

Mod 3

Mod 4

Mod 5

0.260*

0.239^

0.230^

0.172*

0.145*

0.231^

0.180*

0.169*

-0.271*

Level of sportiness

Length of the integrated rehabilitative pathway
Number of threshold tests

-0.268*

-0.104

0.008

0.675**

0.550**
0.729

0.389**

R2

0.068

0.141

0.194

0.615

F value

4.134*

4.587*

4.412*

21.576**

28.482**

F (ΔR2)

4.134*

4.766*

3.632^

59.089**

22.208**

Adj. R2
ΔR2

Configuration of Factors Through QCA

0.051

0.11

0.068

0.073

The QCA analysis requires a preliminary step for calibration
of variables transforming them in crisp ones (Table 3). After

performing the calibration process, consistency, and coverage
of a set of configuration variables were evaluated. Consistency
is the extent to which the results are in line with statements of
need or sufficiency. Coverage provides information about the
empirical importance of necessary and sufficient conditions.
Each configuration has a raw coverage value that “measures the
relative importance of several combinations of causally relevant
Table 3: Calibration of the variables.
Variable

Age

Level of sportiness
Compliance

Length of the integrated clinical and
rehabilitative pathway

0.15

0.053

0.587
0.421

0.703
0.114

conditions” [23]: the proportion that a configuration covers the
outcome. It is assessed by the sum of consistent scores of the
configuration divided by the sum of outcome scores [27]. In the
QCA analysis, the crisp value 1 is reported in uppercase whereas the
crisp value 0 is reported in lowercase. According to the regression
analysis, the variables that most influence the management costs
are the compliance and the length of the integrated rehabilitative
pathway (Table 4). In particular, the most representative recipes
show that level of sportiness associated with young age affects the
management, as well as the length of rehabilitation, also for the
patients with a lower level of sportiness.

Value in Regression Model
a) 50-60 years

b) 30-49 years
c) 20-29 years
d) < 20 years
a) none

b) practitioner
c) amateur
d) athlete

a) compliant

b) not compliant

Number of Rehabilitation days

Muscle strength test and threshold tests

Number of tests

Integrated pathway Management Cost

Value of the pathway
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Calibration
0: <30 years

1: 49-60 years
0: none and practitioner
1: amateur and athlete
0: compliant

1: not compliant
0: < 100 days

1: > = 100 days
0: < 2

1: >= 2

0: < 3,360€

1: >= 3,360€
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Table 4: QCA analysis for rehabilitative pathway management cost.
Modello_1_OUTCOME COST
Raw Coverage

Consistency

1

COMPLIANCE*age*SPORTINESS* LENGTH REHABILITATION * strength
test

0.154

1

3

COMPLIANCE* sportiness * LENGTH REHABILITATION * THRESHOLD
TEST* STRENGTH TEST

0.269

1

5

COMPLIANCE*age* SPORTINESS * length rehabilitation * threshold
test* STRENGTH TEST

7

Compliance*AGE* SPORTINESS* LENGTH REHABILITATION *
THRESHOLD TEST* STRENGTH TEST

2

4

6

COMPLIANCE*age *LENGTH REHABILITATION *SOGLIA* STRENGTH
TEST
compliance * age * sportiness * LENGTH REHABILITATION *
THRESHOLD TEST* strength test

COMPLIANCE*AGE* SPORTINESS* LENGTH REHABILITATION *
threshold test* STRENGTH TEST
Solution Coverage 0.615
Solution Consistency 1

Discussion and Conclusion

In the current era, where the availability of large amounts of
clinical data gathered during care delivery is rapidly increasing, as
well as the ability to access, process, link, and analyze these data
in efficient ways, alternative sources to supplement evidence from
RCTs look promising. Among all the information that could derive
from RWD, one of the most important topics to analyze consist of
the management costs related to a specific integrated clinical or
rehabilitative pathway. The knowledge of the economic resources’
absorption could contribute to fully understand the pathways
as well as the choices and behaviors involved in those pathways.
Economic information provides the tools for developing effective
and efficient policy strategies and addressing potential tradeoffs between the goals of increasing social welfare and improving
the distribution of healthcare delivery across individuals and
population groups.
Within the setting of ACL integrated rehabilitative pathway,

results reported that strong compliance and a high level of
sportiness could be considered among the main factors that cause
an increase in the total cost of managing the rehabilitation pathway
for a patient with ACL rupture, confirming the information found in
literature [14-16]. In fact, orthopedic surgery often requires many
months of rehabilitation to achieve a successful outcome, regardless
of subspecialty, with an important impact on the overall resources’
absorption [28]. For patients practicing sports by profession, the
rehabilitation pathway could be more intense and costly, as it is
their priority, to recover their normal motor and sports conditions
as soon as possible [8]. Thanks to the QCA it is possible to integrate
these results, identifying all combinations of factors that are

0.077

0.038
0.038
0.038
0.038

1

1
1
1
1

determining the emergence of a certain results. For example,
more consistent QCA analysis solutions show that compliance has
an important influence on the absorption of economic resources
by patients, but also higher levels of sportiness related to young
age of patients, determining higher pathway costs. The results
obtained and the findings of this study could give a contribute
useful to enlarge the existing research, regarding the use of RWD
in the healthcare sector, with particular focus on the rehabilitation
programs, thus considering a larger sample and producing results
that could be replicable. Although the relevance of this topic,
healthcare stakeholders often do not have enough information on
outcomes to take decisions, being well-informed. In this context,
knowing which are the factors that have a positive or negative
influence on the integrated patients’ rehabilitative pathway,
could be useful to optimize economic resources, as well as for the
achievement of an adequate effectiveness, thus becoming more
efficient and effective [6]. This, in the Italian setting, is becoming
more and more important, due to the recent re-consideration of the
integrated clinical and rehabilitative pathways, after the COVID-19
pandemic, for the re-organization of the healthcare delivery of
services.

Clinical Messages
1.

2.
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From an economic point of view, rehabilitation should rely
on country-oriented and real-world data, thus providing
stakeholders with valuable information about the safety
and effectiveness of a clinical and rehabilitative pathway, in
representative large and heterogeneous populations.
The knowledge of the economic resources’ absorption could
contribute to fully understand the integrated clinical and
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3.

4.

rehabilitative pathways, as well as the choices and behaviors
involved in those pathways.
Economic information provides the tools for developing
effective and efficient policy strategies and addressing
potential trade-offs between the goals of increasing social
welfare and improving the distribution of healthcare delivery
across individuals and population groups.

The proposed paper may represent a significant contribution
in the specific setting of rehabilitation, because literature
evidence most focus the attention on the inpatients integrated
clinical pathway, not considering the outpatients’ pathway
after discharge.
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